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Welcome everyone and thank you all so much for being here today!Today, I want to present you my master thesis which has the officiel title “Building a magnetism for international knowledge migrants through a sciene park. The case of Kennispark Twente”



1 Introduction 
1.4 Overview

1 Introduction of two new conceptual models

 Social internal dynamic processes within science parks

 Multidimensional role of science parks in attracting IKM

2 Kennispark Case Study

3 Importance of strategic place-making, genius loci, and cosmopolitan places
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How can people deliberately create a local physical environment of a science park that is attractive for international knowledge? 



1 Introduction
1.1 The ‘knowledge economy’

Increasing importance of human capital

 Knowledge-intensive activities

 Knowledge: key driver of (regional) economic development

 Knowledge creation: source of technological innovation and competitive 

advantage
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During the last century, the Western economic system increasingly shifting from a post-industrial economy towards a knowledge economy.This shift was initiated by several ICT-related economical and technological developments which created an globalised market economy in which knowledge-intensive activities became increasingly important. In this knowledge-based economy, knowledge, embodied in human beings is seen as a key driver of regional economic growth since unique knowledge creation is seen as a potential source for technological innovation which can lead to a competitive advantage in the global market economy.



1 Introduction
1.2 Science parks 

 Major science, technology and business spaces (science parks)

 Producers and attractors of human capital
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Silicon Valley, USA

• High-technology center

Science Vale, UK

• High-tech employment centres

New Songdo City, South Korea

• Research park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, we can say that not only the importance of human capital increased in this economy but also the role of location, or in particular the regional scale.Since, knowledgeable human beings became increasingly mobile in the global market economy, regional economists and geographers are puzzling with the question how regional localities can develop unique, place related conditions in the global economy to become attractors of this international knowledge migrants and producers of knowledge capital. According to the new economic growth literature, knowledge innovation is framed as a result of ‘collective learning processes’ between different actors in spatial concentrated environments. Major science, technological and business spaces (science parks) are increaingly seen as producers and attractors of human capital. Consequently, when thinking about the popularity of science parks, there is an tendency to think in primary economic terms. So, it is assumed that these IKM are deciding to move to a partiular science park since it offers the best career and job opporunities. However, based on the assumption that IKM are human beings with emotions that base their decision to work in a particular science parks. So I argue we have rethink the function of science parks in the 21st century with regard to its both economic as well as social functions



1 Introduction
1.3 Research question

How can policy-makers deliberately create science parks in the 21st century as “magnet

infrastructures” to attract and retain international knowledge migrants?

 What kinds of effects to policy-makers seek to have?

 How are these attempts perceived by IKMs?

 What functional effects do they have on the production of locally-rooted, globally valuable

knowledge?
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2 Theoretical framework
2.1 Knowledge-based urban development (KBUD)

 KBUD “suggests that the economic future of cities and city-regions more and 

more depends on the capacity to attract, generate, retain and foster creativity, 

knowledge and innovation” (Yigitcanlar, 2011, p.5)
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The economic success of the high-tech hub Silicon Valley drove policy-makers interes in the use of science parks to drive innovation-based economic development. There is a stream in urban science, which is called knowledge-based urban development which suggests that...Economists, geopgrahers and policy-makers attention thereofre shifted towards an understanding of science parks as KBUDs. It is more or less seen  as polic instriuments with a more systematic and planned characterSo, I argue in order to understand how science parks can become attractors of international knowledge migrants form the global market economy, we first have to understand its role in attracting these global knolwedge elites.



2 Theoretical framework
2.1 Internal social dynamic processes (Benneworth & 

Ratinho, 2015)

Knowledge Community Precincts (KCP) (Yigitcanlar, 2010)

 Views physical developments as a “precinct”

 Knowledge is created due to interaction

Communities of Practice (CoP) approach (Wenger,1998) 

 Shared domain and interest

 Members form a community

 Shared practices
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Yigitacanlar aimed to explain with his KCP model how knowledge becomes facilitated in spatial concentrated environments. He conceptualized a physical development such a science park as a precinct.  He argues that knowledge is created through the interaction of a range of knowledge actors within these precincts, which simultaneously become embedded in the KCP. Furthermore, he argues that it would be these unique place-related knowledge that attracts and recruits externa actors towards these precincts.Gives answer to how knowledge is created through interaction. I am interested in the learning processes within these knowledge community of practices.Actors are committed to specific domain, and therefore they share their competences with other people who are interested in the same domain, related domains to pursue their interest in their domain. They do this through their engagement in joint activities and discussions (share information), which forms a community. Over time member of a domain specific community therefore create a shared repertoire of resources: experiences, stories, tools, ways of addressing recurring problems—in short a shared practice that in turn influence a KCP’s specific produced knowledge.



2 Theoretical framework
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Over time member of a domain specific community therefore create a shared repertoire of resources: experiences, stories, tools, ways of addressing recurring problems—in short a shared practice that in turn influence a KCP’s specific produced knowledge.



2 Theoretical framework
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Based on previous literature as well as a model of Arbo and Benneworth in 2007, I developed a new conceptual framework, which is explaining a science parks four operational effects in attracting international knowledge migrants.[1] Functional effect Effort to create a functional effective and attractive place environment [2] Regional upgrading effectCreated knowledge pool that creates  a new place-related culture and skills aiming to enhance regional innovation[3] External recognition Effort and outcomes to become recognized by knowledge migrants[4] Personal attraction affection “Driving force” that attracts international knowledge migrants



3 Research Methodology
3.2 Case study: “Kennispark Twente”
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Source: ITC, University of Twente, Enschede. Source: “Beeldbank. Utwente,” 2016.
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Presentation Notes
Country estateEstablished around 2000University of Twente (UT; established 1961) Business and Science Park (BSP; formed in 1987)Around 9300 are working currently in the KennisparkAround 700 UT spin-off firms



 Located in Twente region (E NL)

 Old textiles region seeking reinvention

 During the 1970s: creation of the Kennispark

 Entrepreneurial profile

 More than 700 spin-off firms are rooted in the 
UT



3 Research Methodology
3.1 Research design

Data collection method and analysis technique

 20 semi-structured face-to-face interviews (qualitative data)

 Snowball technique

 4 walking interviews to understand the campus

 Narrative analysis technique

 Creators

 International knowledge migrants

 Diverse set of grey literature
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How can people deliberately create a local physical environment of a science park that is attractive for international knowledge? How do international knowledge migrants perceive these efforts and outcomes?



4 Analysis 
4.1 Creators’ efforts to establish a science park

1. Functional effect: Establishment of a knowledge base with an interactive 

space environment
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Source: “Beeldbank. Utwente,” 2016Source: “Beeldbank. Utwente,” 2016



4 Analysis 
4.1 Creators’ efforts to establish a science park

2. Regional upgrading effect: Development of a unique place-related identity 

and culture 

 Entrepreneurial culture

 1997: New managerial policy at the UT

 Focus on more specialisation

 Kennispark project
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1990s: Establishment of strong and recognisable organisational cutlureShift from research-based fundamental oriented approach towards a more applied approachInterdisciplinary programs & new multidisciplinary major and minor systemEstablishment of professional doctorate in engineering (PDEng)Created 10,000 extra jobsAmerican Cottonwood Technology Fund opedned its first office in Enschede



4 Analysis 
4.1 Creators’ efforts to establish a science park

3. External recognition effect: Efforts to get a status within the global 

network economy

 Efforts to became an attractor of national & international investment

 Research activities & spin-off companies

 Establishment of an international network and relationships

 Range of official events
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UT became member of the European Consortium of Innovative Universities (1998)Business & Technology Center Twente developed to one of the largest business incubator centers around the worldInternationally known UT spin-off companies: e.g. Xsens, ThuisbezorgdIncreasing amount of investment (also through Cottonwood Technology Fund)Invitation of well known personalities, ambassadors, Silicon Valley delegation



4 Analysis
4.1 Creators’ efforts to establish a science park

 4. Personal attraction affection: Efforts to create an attractive space 

environment
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4 Analysis 
4.2 International knowledge migrants’ perception of 

these efforts
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What creators wanted to achieve 

Perceived 

efforts

Functional effects Regional upgrading effect External recognition effect Personal attraction effect

Positive 

points
 Valued UT research 

institutions

 Interrelationships/contacts 

between enterprises and 

UT research groups

 Appreciation for 

functional campus 

environment

 Perceived innovative 

entrepreneurial profile & 

applied research-oriented 

university culture

 Kennispark unfolds its local 

attraction through its actual 

experience

 Surprising high level of 

“research activity and 

business activities from a 

small place like this” 

 Recognized & appreciated 

internationalization efforts 

of the UT

 Unique, beautiful campus 

environment

 Campus increases 

international knowledge 

migrants’ quality of life

Negative 

points
 Physical disconnection 

between UT campus and 

BSP

 No interaction between UT 

researchers/employees 

and enterprise employees

 All international knowledge 

migrants have not heard from 

the Kennispark before

 Kennispark is not perceived 

as a “place to be” yet

 Kennispark is not globally 

recognised

 Inconvenient location

 Perceived lack of 

metropolitan & multicultural 

buzz (village atmosphere)

 Perceived picture of 

individual internationalism 

(also in town)



4 Analysis 
4.3 Internal social dynamics within the Kennispark

International knowledge migrants’ perception of internal social dynamics

 Knowledge is transferred via informal ways of networking and learning 

 Transfer/circulation of knowledge is open and less competitive 

 Hampered efforts to establish local/global connections

 Quick integration process within local KCP
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Flat communication lines, no hierarchiesInfrastructure: informal chats and discussions (e.g. during coffee breaks or in the corridor) and group workSome international knowledge migrants have local as well as global dialectics and networksRather quick and easy (high level of camaraderie, good work relationships, many people talk English)Good access to resources and huge contact network of the KCPHampered by the fact that migrants are always open to move (they like the aspect of moving)



5 Results

 Strong knowledge base with a unique entrepreneurial profile

 Surprising high level of business and research activity

 Wide social network of contracts, relationships & collaboration-research projects

 Social “magnet infrastructures”

 Importance of functional metropolitan infrastructure
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Kennispark supported the local reconstruction of the Twente region through the establishment of a strong knowledge base with a unique entrepreneurial profileKennisparks’ regional upgrading effect is also perceived by IKMs, who were surprised by the high level of business and research activityPersonal attraction affection is highly dependent on a science park’s functional knowledge base Kennispark seems to attract people less due to its external recognition (reputation and status), but more due to a wider social network of contracts, relationships and collaboration-research projectsA science park’s regional upgrading effect & external recognition is dependent on the number of ranges that are created through individual actors in CoPs (global-local relationships and international networks)  social “magnet infrastructure”Access to knowledge pool is insufficient  importance of a functional metropolitan infrastructure (physical transportation of actors)



6 Conclusion

 Importance of strategic place-making

 Deliberate construction is not a simple and controllable process!

 Importance of a space-related unique culture and identity (lat. genius loci)

 Internal social dynamic processes

 Importance of cosmopolitan places

 IKM’s have a wide range of different expectations and demands!
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For example, the establishment of a distinctive and unique space environment can help to awake IKMs’ attraction towards a particular (regional) localitityThe specific place-related culture and identity of a location that shapes resources produced in a science park can help facilitate and integrate migrants into the local CoPsSpatial concentrated environment of a science parks reflects a field of social interaction An international space atmosphere is an influential factor that attracts and supports the facilitation of IKMs in the KCPPressure on policy-makers in the 21st century to fulfill all these different expectations and demands through the creation of appealing regional and urban localities that have a more cosmopolitan identity



6 Conclusion
6.1 Theoretical & Practical contribution

 Importance of economic as well as social factors 

 Adding Wenger’s (1998) concept to KBUD literature  effective analytical tool

 Internal, place-related social dimension of science parks

 E.g. Psychological/ behavioural factors

 Influence of quantitative measurable factors (e.g. FDI)
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Additional social factors are also relevant when considering a science parks’ popularity (multidimensional magnetic effects)



Thank you for your attention!

Questions?
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4 Research Methodology
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Question
•“Are interaction with your colleagues different here? Where do they generally take place?”

Answer

•“Everything here goes around coffee discussions, corridor discussions and informal chats. That 
is where a lot of the ideas and news are circling. Although we have a lot of meeting tables 
here for official meetings, I feel like important staff goes on beyond and outside these 
meetings, which is nice. I think, I like that informal network aspect of doing things.” (UT 
researcher, May, 2016, p. 3)

Translation

•“Many international knowledge migrants highlighted that they like the informal aspect of 
networking (i.a. postdoctoral researcher, May 24, 2016; UT researcher, May 24, 2016, 
company employee, June 24, 2016). One migrants recounted that ideas and news are 
created and discussed during “coffee breaks, corridor discussions and informal chats” (UT 
researcher, May, 2016, p. 3).”

Interpretation

•Knowledge is transferred via informal ways of networking
•Infrastructure: informal chats and discussions (e.g. during coffee breaks or in the corridor)
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